The Infliction Of Commerce: Lean To Swim Or Drown In A Sea Of Commerce (Contract = Law = Commerce)


**Synopsis**

You have just encountered one of the greatest and most cutting edge books for all things related to a Secured Party Creditor or Sovereignty. This is the first step and a ultimate guide to becoming a SPC (Secured Party Creditor), taking control over your property, setting up a trust, fending off the IRS and more! This book is incredibly detailed with methods Tazadaq Shah Bey has used. And through these processes you can use this as a guide to take you right through all the necessary processes and filings so you can reclaim or remain in control of your property, prosperity and liberty. Discover the hard earned secrets, powerful knowledge and vital information of one of the most respected activist men in the freedom movement. Highly recommended! 101-page printed book
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**Customer Reviews**

Wow. This book is one of the best ever I have read. This book has changed the way I see reality. We people have been lied to so much. I knew something was wrong but I was unable to put it in to words. I will read this book 20 times just as the author suggested. If you want to know how to win in court of fight property taxes or child support read this book.

This has got to be one of the most important books of our era.especially for all yous truth seekers out there this book shall set you free from this corrupt system that governs or current reality.definitely looking forward for more books from the author.
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